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About This Game

Explore a cold, dark cave. Solve puzzles to get up, and get out. Find yourself.

Duped explores themes of loneliness, isolation and identity, through a 2D action/puzzle platformer. Control a square on its
journey to escape the cave it has found itself in. Create clones, control them, flip switches, build bodies out of your friends, get

kicked around like a ragdoll. All of this awaits you, in Duped.

Features:

Over 40 levels

Physics based puzzles

Minimalist story
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Title: Duped
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reuben Moorhouse
Publisher:
No Moss Studios
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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As lazy as the puzzle games this dev seems to vomit onto steam every week.
Pass on this and the other games by this dev.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GOGITVqXUCQ. Very poor. recommended for kids if you want to play csgo. I bought this on the release. I
spent days and nights playing it, getting 57 hours in a week. This has took my life over. Really good game though.. For what it
is... this game is GREAT! Not much to it, but its really quite fun when playing with 3+ players. Yes there are not many levels,
but the levels that have been made each give provide a different style of play, not just a new aesthetic. The visuals are
kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too on highest settings, and if you have a BIG tv, then i cannot recommend enough for
some frantic action.

The game's control is particularly good in that you need to press the trigger button to fire from your turrent, not just aim it in the
desired direction with the right thumb stick. This makes a huge difference to the tactics of your game and allows the player
greater timing control. The tanks also have some physics, so if you drive properly you are rewarded with faster movement.

Only drawback is the price: \u00a36.99 is a bit steep considering the amount of content, but if like me you get this on sale, well
all that's left to say is THANK YOU to the dev that made the game. Wicked!. It's kind of like Skyrim but it has tiles.

10\/10. great wish they made the other black ops for mac tho. This game is amazing. You should buy it.

There are certain games that are just special. This is one of them. I put it up there with Nex Machina as an impeccable arcade
experience that will have you throwing your control in frustration and then rushing to the store to buy another.

It's will feel wierd at first, but once you "get it", the experience is invigorating. The speed, the precision, the challenge.

You've probably noticed the amazing aesthetic + music, which provides a lovely backdrop for your hours of playing the same
level over and over trying to shave off seconds or complete one of the games devious challenges. Good stuff, but the real meat
here is the gameplay.

Despite the depth of it's mechanics, the game does a wonderful job of tutorializing and slowly feeding them to you.

So, there are the mainline levels. They have checkpoints, you have health. You will be swinging and dashing your way through
them, and you can take your time. The difficulty curve is pretty smooth as well, so as soon as your thumbs are getting sore a new
toy will be introduced that you will want to play with.

Each zone has a few of these levels, and once you've gone through them, you unlock the "boss" level which usually has some
unique challenges and set-pieces. Eventually, you will also get a few bonus levels: there are "puzzle" style levels that I really love
(but they might drive you insane), and then later some "speed" levels are introduced which require you to hit a series of
checkpoints in a very tight time window. There are 4 zones per planet, and I'm on the third and last planet. The game says I am
62% finished.

So, that's great, right? Well, you can also replay every single one of these levels to collect hidden "shards" and tackle challenges
with "shard" rewards (and there are some special ones that are real head-scratchers). You can also go for score or time and see
how you stack up on the leaderboards. There is full ghost support so you can have real-time feedback on your run, and you can
watch any of the runs on the leaderboard to learn from the best.

If any of this sounds interesting, try it out. I highly recommend a controller and the twin-stick control scheme for the
independent aim it provides. You can also play with m+kb, just keyboard, or use a more standard platformer scheme as well.
The controls are all fully rebindable as well.
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Oh, there is story too. There are some interesting characters (you're just a mute Rifter) and I actually loled at some of the
writing. The lore and some of the big story beats are hidden behind "story shards" that you need to collect so you can get access
to some of the more esoteric bits. That means, if you want the full story, you're going to have to git gud. Personally, I think it's
great and I look forward to hunting down every last bit.

EDIT:

So after 40+ hours I've nearly 100% the game. I've collected every last shard, I've beaten every single level, and completed
nearly every challenge. There is one "Take no damage" challenge I have left to conquer in a level called Cramped that has three
waves of enemies. Eventually, I will get lucky and do it ^_^.

Just a note, others have done all that in far less time. So, completion time will depend on your skill.

Besides that, I've gotten into the leaderboards a bit and even took a couple #1 spots (that were very quickly taken from me ^_^).

Luckily, there are 4 save slots, so I will probably have a go at speedrunning through the entire game, or just playing it through
again for fun. This just doesn't feel like a game I'm going to put down after it's "done".
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Just played a couple of levels so far but have to say I really think this is a fun and challenging game. Good music and graphics. I
found the game pad to be more a curate and easier to use but you can use motion controls also. It plays like a tower defence
game. Highly recommended this game.. UPDATE 7\/22\/2016

Now that Starbound is pulling the 1.0 card, let me just say:

I would much rather have this game tarnishing my library than Starbound!

Worst early access scams that I own and can comment on:

Starbound
Starforge
Towncraft
Darkout
Lantern Forge
Landmark

Hate train, choo choo!

(old review below)

Like Towns and Starforge before it, Darkout fell prey to a frequently used tactic known as "tragic illness drastically affects and
ceases years of development". If it was true, I'll feel really bad for calling them out, but as it stands, I'm sorry, honest business
does not use social media to drum up sympathy and ultimately forgiveness for failing to deliver.. Horay! Finally the family car
to match my family home at 1313 Mockingbird Lane. Excellent likeness of the nostalgic vehicle. Has many parts that can be
used in other theming areas like spooky and western. Excellent pack at a cheap price. Love the new IP stuff. Frontier did a great
job. BTW the house blueprint to go with the car can be found at:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=840237708. This is our go-to shooter.

Others are more realistic, or more frightening. Still others are more frantic, or have more bells and whistles.

This, on the other hand, is a beautiful, relaxing, tacictical shooter and area-management game.

Use steaks to draw the attention of the targets. Use gas cans and grenades to wipe out entire packs.

Upgrade your weapons, and suddenly the gameplay takes a giant shift as you explore what double handguns, shotguns, and even
automatic weapons can offer.

The wooden-target feel of the zombies is perfect for enjoying the game of live-shooting area-control without becoming overly-
distracting. But rest assured, when the final zerg-rush happens, as it inevitably must, these wooden horrors will get you!

Others might be explorations of shooters and shooter mechanics.

This is an area-control shooting game. Elegant game mechanics, seamless VR interface, immersive experience. Lose yourself
playing this game!

Brilliant.

Support this artist!. This is probably the best Cactus Jumping game of this decade.. not happy with this - no subtitles. Well I
must say yes this is a good game, Horror Puzzle but there are some bugs that need fixing, also to add the pistol i could not find
but found 100's of ammo for it and for some reason where the dead guy with the axe, if you keep walking that direction there is
a Camp of some sort with like a sheet flapping in the wind but you can make it there without freezing to death for some odd
reason. I found all weapons, beside pistol, Axe,Wrench,Shotgun plus items like the Lantern. This Game is worth the Money but
still needs Work. Good Job Creator. Very good game ! I had big fun playing Brawl with my friends!!
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